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Who Is Clinton?
He was born August 19, 1946. During the years 
1993 to 2001 he served as president of the 
United States of America. He was the third 
youngest president. Before his presidency he 
was an American Politician. 



Fun Facts Fun Facts
Birth Date: August 19, 1946

Birth Place: Hope, Arkansas

Birth Name: William Jefferson Blythe III

Changed Name: William Jefferson “Bill” Clinton

Father: William Blythe

Mother: Virginia (Kelley) Blythe

Marriage: Hillary (Rodham) Clinton (October 11, 
1975-present)
Children: Chelsea Victoria, February 27, 1980

Education: Georgetown University 1968; Oxford 
University, Rhodes Scholar, 1968-1970; Yale 
University,1973

http://www.cnn.com/2012/12/20/us/hillary-clinton---fast-facts/index.html


The Economic Boom
★ Clinton took office after Ronald Reagan 
★ Reagan hurt the economy more than helped it when trying to fix it 

within the US
★ The first thing Clinton did when taking office was thought of ways to 

fix the economy
★ as a part of the 1993 economic boom,president clinton cut taxes on 

15 million low-income families, and made tax cuts available to 90 
percent of small businesses, while just raising taxes 1.2 percent of 
the wealthiest taxpayers

★ An average of 250,000 new jobs every month under President 
Clinton's leadership, almost 6 million new jobs were created in the 
first two years of his administration





Poverty shrunk, but extreme poverty grew

Poverty declined dramatically under Clinton's tenure, buoyed by the growing economy 

and the expanding labor force. What's more, the traditional metric excludes transfer 

payments from welfare food stamps and the

 Earned Income Tax Credit. 

Perhaps due to Clinton's 

expansion of the latter programs, 

poverty including transfers fell 

by 3.6 points, whereas poverty 

without transfers fell by 3.4 points:



Steps to Success 

★ He signed the first balanced 
budget since 1969

★ “The Buffett Rule” ( Rich pay 
more)

★ NAFTA  encourage other nations 
to work toward a broader world-
trade pact



The Buffett Rule

No households making more than $1 million 
dollars should be allowed to pay less on 
taxes than the households making an 
average income. All people will have the 
same amount of taxes to pay regardless of 
their stature.



President Clinton Signing Welfare                      
Reform Bill

          *Picture of clinton signing bill



People’s Thoughts

“President Bill Clinton presided over one of the most robust economies in 
American history. And while some of his success may have been a result of 
timing and some luck, his leadership his ability to create a consensus, in 
particular surely had a role and has some people waxing nostalgic over 
Clintonomics. “ (CNN News)
Bill Clinton had a major impact on the country as a whole. Not only did it show 
in our building economy but also in the hearts of the people. Their inspiring 
words helped to show how much of a difference Clinton had made.
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